
Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim says, “We shall not let down any partners and allies in
the political process.”

Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, head of the Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq (ISCI), has stressed the

importance of being keen about achieving harmony, concord and the Iraqi national unity, adding,

“We shall not let down any of the partners and allies in the political process, and it is

necessary to strengthen cooperation and integration among everyone.”

This came up when His Eminence met on Thursday, March 7, 2013 at his Baghdad office Vice

President and prominent leader of the Da`wah Party-Iraq Organization, namely Dr. Khdayyir al-

Khuza`i, when His Eminence expressed his appreciation of the effort exerted by Dr. al-Khuza`i

by representing Iraq in many regional and global halls and for explaining and defending the

Iraqi experiment in these halls.

During the meeting, a discussion went on in detail of the domestic, regional and global

conditions. His Eminence welcomed the passage of the country’s general budget, explaining that

this would leave a good impact on serving the citizen, stressing the continuation of efforts

with the Kurdish Alliance regarding the oil dossier and stressing keenness about providing the

rights and placing matters in their right place. On the other hand, he stressed the importance

of continuing communication with the protesters and solving the problems within their

legitimate framework. He retracted saying that the protesters must take into consideration the

efforts of the official committees and appreciate their stances and work to complete the roles

and to quickly solve the problems.

His Eminence explained that the elections represent a basic station in the country’s democratic

process, emphasizing the importance of the electoral campaign going on smoothly and calmly

without slandering or abusing others so they may provide a civilized and modern image in sync

with our Islamic culture and Iraqi originality.

On his part, Dr. al-Khuza`i stressed the many convergence points and historic relations between

the Da`wah Party and the Supreme Council, emphasizing that these meetings and visits

crystallize ideas more maturely with awareness and wisdom, and that they offer more to the

Iraqi individual. He drew attention to the common responsibility between both sides places them

in the same ditch for achieving the best joint work formula for all groups on the Iraqi

political scene.

The meeting was attended by a number of leaders of the Supreme Council and of the Da`wah Party-

Iraq Organization.


